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Being the important parts of the economic system, tax laws and accounting 
standards have been changed correspondingly in the process of the Chinese economy’s 
“dual transition”: from planned economy to market economy, from closed economy to 
open economy. In the process of the reform and improvement, either tax laws or 
accounting standards over emphasized its own objectives and ignored the mutual 
coordination, thus caused the “over separation” between the tax laws and accounting 
standards, which brought about unprecedented turbulence and difficulty in tax 
collection, tax paying and accounting calculation. How to resolve these present 
problems, how to form a new relation model of tax laws and accounting standards on 
the basis of the Chinese situation and international referential experience have become 
an urgent affair. Thus the study to the relation model of tax laws and accounting 
standards is of great significance in theory and practice. 
This dissertation refers to “model” study as a central task. It compares the social 
environment factors under the two international models by means of factor analyzing 
method. The dissertation also compares the effects under the two models according to 
equity and efficiency. And on the basis of comparison of the Chinese and western 
environment factors, it advances the relation model which is suited for China. 
The main conclusions (innovations) of this dissertation include:  
Firstly, the dissertation comparatively scientifically analyzes the causes, 
characters and effects of the “Anglo-Saxon” Model and “Continental European” 
Model.  
“Anglo-Saxon” Model exists in such circumstances: common law system, the 
government fewer intervening the market, developed security market, dispersed stock 
rights, outside-oriented company governance, massive and experienced accounting 
profession. While “Continental European” Model exists in the other circumstances: 
codified law system, the government much more intervening the market, undeveloped 














accounting profession.  
Undoubtedly, “Anglo-Saxon” Model has the direct advantage of promoting 
resource allocation efficiency in capital market, but under this model, repeated and 
endless financial frauds also constantly destroy capital market efficiency. On the other 
side, “Anglo-Saxon” Model is inferior to “Continental European” Model in some 
aspects such as equity on tax burden，efficiency on tax administration，detection and 
punishment of financial fraud and tax evasion. 
Secondly, the dissertation advances that we should form “three styles” relation 
model of tax laws and accounting standards which adapt to the Chinese situations. 
Now the Chinese economy is in the stage of the “dual transition”, along with the 
transition from the old to the new in the fields of the politics，economy，law system and 
culture, and so on. The present situation is very complicated. In order to resolve the 
present problem of the “over separation” between the tax laws and accounting 
standards, we should preferably throw light on the proper theoretical relation model of 
the tax laws and accounting standards which is established in the Chinese 
circumstances and the international experiences. Then, under the guide of the relation 
model, we constitute and improve the accounting standards, tax laws and the matched 
rules and provisions. Ultimately, we carry out the purpose of straightening out relations 
between tax laws and accounting standards, resolving the problems in taxation and 
accounting practice. Therefore, on the basis of thoroughly taking into account all 
special circumstances in China and drawing on the experience of other countries, the 
dissertation suggests that we should construct a dynamic “three styles” relation model 
of the tax laws and accounting standards in China, that is “moderate separation” model 
applicable to the public company，“moderate uniform” model applicable to the 
big-middle size enterprise, and “highly uniform” model applicable to the small size 
enterprise. 
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① 以安然为例，1996-1999 年间，安然在财务报告中共列示了 23 亿美元的利润，但在向国内收入署纳税申报
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